Following recent formulation of second order relativistic viscous hydrodynamics for conformal fluids, we compute finite coupling corrections to the relaxation time of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills plasma. The result is expected to be universal for any strongly coupled conformal gauge theory plasma in four dimensions.
Introduction and Summary
To a large extend motivated and guided by the gauge theory/string theory correspondence of Maldacena [1] [2] [3] , Baier et.al [4] and Bhattacharyya et.al [5] recently formulated second order relativistic viscous hydrodynamics of conformal fluids. It was found that
Mueller-Israel-Stewart (MIS) theory [6, 7] , often used in hydrodynamic simulations of strongly coupled quark-gluon plasma (sQCD) produced in heavy ion collisions at RHIC, does not properly account for all second order viscous corrections. The framework of this new viscous hydrodynamics was applied to bulk physics analysis at RHIC in [8] .
In this paper we continue the program of computing the transport coefficients of strongly coupled gauge theories from the dual string theory holographic description.
The motivation to do so, even though we lack a tractable string theory dual to QCD, is the amazing regularity of transport coefficients for a large class of gauge theory plasma at strong 't Hooft coupling [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , and the fact that sQGP appears to exhibit nearconformal dynamics. Specifically, we concentrate on finite 't Hooft coupling corrections to two second order transport coefficients of a CFT plasma -a relaxation time τ Π and κ. These transport coefficients are the simplest to compute as they can be extracted from the equilibrium correlation functions 1 . While we perform the computations in the string theory dual to N = 4 SU(N c ) superconformal Yang-Mills (SYM) theory, following the arguments in [16] 2 , the results are expected to hold for any conformal gauge theory plasma in four dimensions, and should provide a reasonable estimate for sQGP.
Following [4, 5] , the stress energy tensor T µν of a viscous conformal fluid to second order in derivatives of the four-velocity u µ takes form
where ǫ, P are the energy density and the pressure, and the dissipative part Π µν is a sum of the first (Π 1 ) and the second order (Π 2 ) terms:
The four-velocity dependence of the dissipative part of the stress-energy tensor is uniquely fixed by conformal invariance up to a single phenomenological coefficient 1 The coefficient λ 1 is necessary to describe the Bjorken expansion [18] of plasma and its finite coupling corrections will be discussed elsewhere. 2 A more detailed discussion is given in [17] .
to the first order in the derivative expansion, and up to five additional coefficients to the second order in the derivative expansion. In the former case, a single coefficient is a shear viscosity η, while the latter includes a relaxation time τ Π , three coefficients λ i (describing viscous terms bilinear in four-velocities), and a κ-term (describing viscous hydrodynamics in curved backgrounds). In the linear regime, and in Minkowski space-time, i.e., setting λ i = κ = 0, the new viscous hydrodynamics of [4, 5] reduces to MIS theory [6, 7] . A crucial observation of [4, 5] was that the MIS regime of a strongly coupled four-dimensional conformal gauge theory plasma is simply inconsistent. In a specific example 3 of N = 4 SYM, and at infinite 't Hooft coupling λ ≡ g 2 Y M N c → ∞, it was found that [19, 4, 5] 
where s is the entropy density, and T is the temperature.
The finite coupling corrections were computed only for the shear viscosity. It was found in [20] [21] [22] [23] that
In this paper, extending analysis of [20, 21] , we find
The computations are quite technical, so we present only relevant steps and for the details refer the reader to previous work on the subject: [3, 4, 20, 21, 23] . In the next section we describe O(α ′3 ) near-extremal D3 brane geometry [24, 25] , primarily to set-up our notation. In section 3, following [20, 23] , we compute {τ Π , κ} from the retarded correlation function of the stress energy tensor. In section 4, following [21, 23] , we compute the dispersion relation of a sound quasinormal mode up to third order in momentum, and confirm the value of τ Π obtained in section 3.
Background geometry
The background black brane geometry dual to a strongly coupled N = 4 SYM plasma at finite 't Hooft coupling was found in [24, 25] . The ten dimensional background takes the form
where dΩ 2 5 is a volume element of a round five-sphere, and
Here f (u) = 1−u 2 , r 0 is the parameter of non-extremality of the black brane geometry, and we set the "AdS radius" L to one. To leading order in
functions a, b, c, ν were found in [24, 25] 
The Hawking temperature corresponding to the metric (2.1) is
These corrections were found assuming the only relevant term at order γ is C 4 [28] .
In [29] the full set of γ corrections were computed including five-form terms, and there it was found that the black D3-brane solution receives corrections only from the C 4 term. In [17] it was further shown that the full spectrum of quasi-normal modes in this background is also unaffected by the five-form terms, and therefore we are justified in this paper in working just with the C 4 correction. 4 The string tension α ′ , or more precisely α ′ /L 2 , is identified with λ −1/2 of the N = 4 SYM.
Relaxation time from the Kubo formula
To obtain retarded correlation function of the boundary stress energy tensor, we study scalar perturbations of the background geometry (2.2) (see [3, 4] ):
It will be convenient to introduce a field ϕ(u, x),
and use the Fourier decomposition
Finally, we introduce
The effective action
The effective action to order O(γ) for ϕ k (u) takes form [20] :
The coefficients A, B, C, D, E, F are even functions of the momentum. They are given explicitly in appendix A.
Variation of S ef f leads to
where the coefficients of the boundary term are given by 8) and EOM denotes the left hand side of the Euler-Lagrange equation
In order to have a well-defined variational principle, one has to add a generalized Gibbons-Hawking boundary term to the action (3.5). As explained in [20] , this should be done perturbatively in γ. Specifically, if we rewrite (3.9) in the form
with all γ-dependent terms exiled to the right, the generalized Gibbons-Hawking term K gen rendering the variation of (3.6), takes form
Notice that K gen differs from the standard (supergravity) Gibbons-Hawking term K std : 12) where the coefficients
The bulk action (3.5) can be rewritten in the form
where
(3.14)
Thus on-shell, it reduces to the sum of two boundary term: the horizon contribution ( as u → 1 ) and the boundary contribution ( as u → 0 ). In computing the twopoint retarded correlation function of the boundary stress-energy tensor, the horizon contribution must be discarded [26] ; the boundary contribution is divergent as u = ǫ → 0 and must be supplemented by the counterterm action [27] : 15) where γ ij is the metric induced at the u = ǫ boundary, and
We can further rewrite (3.15) as
where T is given in appendix A.
We would like to emphasize that the counterterm action (3.15) is computed assuming the standard Gibbons-Hawking term (3.12). In particular, it takes into account the divergent as u = ǫ → 0 boundary contribution coming from ( the supergravity part of ) K 2 term in (3.12). Thus, even though at the level of the effective action (3.5) the variational principle is well defined just with K gen , in order to obtain finite retarded correlation functions with the counterterm action (3.15), we need to supplement K gen with the supergravity part 6 of K 2 ϕ k ϕ −k :
Altogether, the total renormalized boundary action takes the form
(3.20)
5 Note that the conformal anomaly term in (3.15) does not contributed to the retarded correlation functions at order O(w 2 , k 2 ). 6 As observed in [20] , the O(γ) parts of the coefficients in (3.11), (3.12) (and also (3.17)) will not contribute in the limit u = ǫ → 0.
The solution for ϕ k
We now turn to finding the solution to the equation of motion (3.9), or rather its equivalent to order O(γ), (3.10):
The incoming wave boundary condition for ϕ k at the horizon implies [23] 
Thus we represent the solution to (3.21) perturbatively in both γ and (w, k 2 ) as
and
Explicitly, we find: Explicitly we find
where we used (2.5) to reintroduce the temperature, and denoted
In the hydrodynamic limit the retarded correlation function G 
Comparing (3.30) and (3.32) we conclude
Eq. (3.33) is our main result.
Relaxation time from the sound pole
The equation of motion for the sound quasinormal mode has been obtained in [21] . We represent it here in an equivalent form, to order O(γ):
where Z sound = Z sound (x), x = √ 1 − u 2 and (w, q) are the dimensionless momenta reduced with respect to 2πT 0 , (3.4). The order O(γ) the source term J sound is given by
3)
The incoming wave boundary condition at the horizon implies the following perturbative expansion in the hydrodynamic limit [23]
where sound (x) = 1 , lim
The dispersion relation for the sound quasinormal modes is obtained by imposing a Dirichlet condition on Z sound at the boundary:
The sound quasinormal mode and and its spectrum to the leading and the first subleading order in the hydrodynamic approximation was found in [21, 23] : 
Here, we extend the analysis of the previous section to the next order in the hydrodynamic approximation. Since our ultimate goal is to determine the dispersion relation
, it is sufficient to use the zeroth order dispersion relation, i.e.,
q. This drastically simplifies the hydrodynamic equations for z 
sound,1 . We find it more convenient to solve the resulting equations using the
Explicitly we find
14) and the integration constants C i are tuned to satisfy the horizon boundary condition:
The latter is achieved provided
If we denote
the Dirichlet boundary condition (4.8) will lead to the following dispersion relation for the sound quasinormal mode We were unable to evaluate (4.18) analytically; numerically, we find z
1,0 = 264.7598406 . 
